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Introduction

The conjectures of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer have stimulated recent
interest in the arithmetic properties of special values of L-functions. B.
Mazur [7] has proven a weak analog of these conjectures for the
Jacobian of the modular curve Xo(N), N prime. Crucial in his work are
formulae for "universal special values" modulo the Eisenstein ideal.

In the present paper we show how Mazur’s formulae can be extended
to X1(N). We construct a cohomology class ~~H1(X1(N); A) and pro-
duce formulae for its "special values" in Theorem 3.4. Using a gen-
eralization by E. Friedman [2] of a result of L. Washington [12] we
prove a nonvanishing result for these "special values" in Theorem 4.2.
The aim of §§5 and 6 is to use Theorem 3.4 to prove congruences

involving the special values L( f, ~, 1) attached to a weight two cusp form
f on X1(N). This goal has not been entirely achieved. In Theorem 6.3 we
use a technical assumption of local freeness of the homology of X,(N).
For Xo(N) Mazur [6] was able to prove this condition. Unfortunately
his proof does not work in our case.

Finally, §8 illustrates these results with the example Xi(13).

§1. Universal spécial values of L-functions

Let 4* = 4 w P1(Q) be the extended upper half plane. Let N &#x3E; 3 be

prime and
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Denote by Y = Y1(N) the open Riemann surface 0393/H and by X
= X1(N) the associated compactification 0393/H*. The finite set XB Y
= 0393|P1 (Q) will be denoted by cusps.
For an arbitrary set S let Div°(S) be the group of formal finite sums of

degree 0 supported on S, i.e.

The following is a slight variation of a definition given by Mazur ([7],
II §1). 

DEFINITION 1.1: The universal modular symbol attached to F is the
homomorphism

defined by Univ({r} - {s}) = the relative homology class represented by
the projection to X of the oriented geodesic in 4* joining s to r. 0

The group Div°(cusps) is naturally identified with the reduced ho-
mology group Ho(cusps; Z). Let Z be the kernel of the natural projection
Div0(P1(Q)) ~~ DivO(cusps). Then the vertical arrows in the following
commutative diagram of exact sequences are surjective.

Let x : Z ~ C be a nontrivial primitive Dirichlet character of conduc-
tor m prime to N. Let Z[~] be the ring generated over Z by the values of
x. Then

defines an element of Z Q Z[~] since the rational numbers a (a, m) = 1
m

are T-equivalent.
Following Mazur [7] we define:

DEFINITION 1.3: The universal special value of the L-function twisted
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by x is the homology class

This terminology is justified by the next proposition. Let f(z)

= 03A3 anqn,q= e2i03C0z, be a weight two cusp form on r, and let 0153(/) be the

holomorphic 1-form on X whose pullback to Jf is f.!:!L = 203C0if/(z)dz.
Let ~f~H1(X;C) be the cohomology class represented by 03C9(f). The L-
function of f twisted by x is defined by the Dirichlet series

which converges absolutely for Re(s) &#x3E; 3/2 and continues to an entire
function on C.

PROPOSITION 1.4: Let ~ ~ 1 be a primitive Dirichlet character of con-
ductor m prime to N. Then

where 03C4(~) = L:’:: ¿ i( a) e203C0ia/m is the usual Gauss sum, and n denotes cap
product:

For a proof see Birch [1].

We will adopt Mazur’s point of view and shift the emphasis from the
special values Lf ~, 1) to the universal special values 039B(~).
We can define "special values of L-functions" attached to an arbitrary

cohomology class qJ E H1(X; A) with values in any abelian group A.
Suppose we have a Z[~]-module A[x] together with a Z[~]-
homomorphism

Then cap product with ç defines a homomorphism
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DEFINITION 1.5: The "special value" associated to the pair ~, ~ is

§2. Modular units and Dedekind sums

For x E R define the Bernoulli functions by

and

where [x] denotes the largest integer ~ x. Then Bi, H2 define functions
R/Z ~ R.
The Siegel units gx, x = (x,y)~(Z/NZ)2, may be defined by their q-

expansions :

where B2 (x N) is the periodic second Bernoulli function and q = e203C0iz.
The special function go is the square of the Dedekind il-function. The
functions gx2N, x ~ 0 are modular functions of level N which vanish
nowhere on Jf.

The functions gx have been studied in great detail. For example,
Kubert and Lang use them to describe cuspidal groups of modular
curves (see [4]).
The transformation formulae for the Siegel units are well-known (see

e.g. Schoeneberg [9] where they are referred to as the Dedekind func-
tions). We summarize the results in the next proposition.

PROPOSITION 2.1: There is a choice of the logarithms log(gx(z)),
x ~ (Z/NZ)2 such that for YESL1(Z)
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is independent of z E K and:

where s( ) is the generalized Dedekind sum of Rademacher ([8], pp. 534-
543)

Let e be an even primitive Dirichlet character of conductor N. Then
we may define a homomorphism 03930(N) ~ C*, which we also denote by
e, by

Define a map IF: ro(N) - Q[03B5] by

Then 03C8 satisfies the following two relations for a, fi E To(N):

Relation (a) expresses that Y is a crossed homomorphism.
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The crossed homomorphism tp may be expressed in terms of the
"twisted" Dedekind sum D03B5:P1(Q) ~ Q[e] defined by

for (a, b) = 1, b &#x3E; 0. The following identities hold for r E P1(Q):

A simple calculation shows that we could also have defined Dg by the
formula

PROPOSITION 2.5: Let a = (a b Je 03930(N), thenNc d

PROOF: The first equality is a direct calculation. If c = 0 then
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To rove the second e ualit let 6 =(0 -1), 
and note that 03C0(x,0)(03C3)To prove the second equality let 03C3 = (0 - 1), and note that n(x,O)(u)

= 0 for x E (Z/NZ). Hence for a E r o(N), 03C0(0,x)(03B1) = 1t(O,X)(rxul) =
03C0(0,x)(03B103C3) + 03C0(0,x)03B103C3(03C3) = 03C0(0,x)(03B103C3). We have then

§3. Congruences for universal spécial values

Let P&#x3E; be the normal subgroup of T = 03931(N) generated by the set
P of parabolic eiements. The isomorphisms

induce isomorphisms

where A is any abelian group.

Let 03A8 : 0393 ~ Q [03B5] be the homomorphism obtained by restriction to r
of the crossed homomorphism of §2.

PROPOSITION 3.2: (1) ’P(9») is the principal fractional ideal, b, in Q[03B5]
generated by 1 2B2,03B5;

(2) 03A8(0393) ~ b + Z[03B5].

PROOF: (1) A parabolic element of rl(N) is conjugate in ro(N) to a
power of one of the matrices
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So by (2.2) 03A8(P&#x3E;) is generated as a Z[e]-module by

and

(2) We use the following lemma.

Let ac-F, 03B1 = (a b). By Proposition 2.5

So by 3.3

and

But (Nc, d) = 1 then implies 03A8(03B1) E b + Z [el - D

PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3: We may assume (a, b) = 1 and b &#x3E; 0. Then

Using the distribution law for the Bernoulli functions, the second

term can be simplified to - b 2 ·03B5(b) · B1,03B5 which vanishes since e is an
even character.
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We use the following identity for r ~ Q+:

Hence, if N  b each summand of

is in Z[03B5]. If b = Nm then, calculating modulo Z[03B5], the only nonzero
terms are those for which m|v. So the above expression simplifies to

By the last proposition, 03A8 induces a homomorphism

which vanishes on P&#x3E;. Let A = p(r)jb be the image of 03A6; then by (3.1)
03A6 corresponds to a cohomology class

In Theorem 3.4 we compute the special values of ~.
Let x be an odd primitive Dirichlet character of conductor m prime to

N, and set

There is a natural Z[~]-homomorphism
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with respect to which we define the special values 039B(~,~)~A[~] as in
1.5.

THEOREM 3.4: With x, m as above

039B(~,~) = ~(N)·03B5(m)·B1,~·(1 2B2,03B5-B1,03B5~)(mod b · Z[~]).

PROOF: For each b ~ (Z/mZ)* choose an element

such that 03B3b · {0} = {b m}. Then 03B3b·03B3-11 ~ 03931(N) and 03B3b·03B3-11·{1 m }
= {b m}. So

By Proposition 2.5

where

Since Nbc ~ -1 (mod m), j(b) = x( - Nc), hence
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We also have

(since x is primitive)

= ~(N)03B5(m)B1,~·B1,03B5~. ~

§4. A nonvanishing theorem

We will need the following result, which was proved for prime m by L.
Washington [12] and for general m by E. Friedman [2].

Let

THEOREM 4.1: Let fl3 be a prime of Q, and m &#x3E; 0 be an integer prime
to i3. Let L be a finite abelian extension of Q. Then the number of odd
Dirichlet characters X of Gal(L(03BCm~)/Q) such that

is finite. D

The following result is an almost immediate consequence.

THEOREM 4.2: Let 2 e P ~ Z [03B5] be an odd prime containing b n Z[03B5],
and let m &#x3E; 0 be an integer prime to P. The number of odd characters X
of Gal(Q(03BCm~)/Q) such that

is finite. D

PROOF: Let i3 be an extension of 9 to Q. For X as in the theorem,
B1,~ is i3-integral. Hence
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The result follows from 4.1. D

For an abelian group M let M(2) = M Q Z[f -

PROOF: By 3.2, b z 03A8(0393) c b + Z[03B5]. We will show Z[03B5] n 03A8(0393)(2)
= Z[e]. Suppose this is not the case. Then there is a prime ideal

,9 gi Z[03B5] not containing 2 for which

Then for every odd primitive Dirichlet character x of conductor prime
to N, we have A(g, X) -= 0 (mod(P + b)Z[x]) contradicting Theorem 4.2.

D

§5. Hecke operators and the Eisenstein ideal

The Hecke operators UN, T, a&#x3E; (l ~ N prime, a E (Z/NZ)*) act in the
standard fashion on the homology groups in diagram (1.2). Let i be the

involution of defined by z - - 1. Then 1 descends to an involution

of X which induces an involution, which we also call 1, on the second

row of (1.2). The operators UN, Tl, a&#x3E;, i are mutually commutative.
We now define analogous operators on the first row of (1.2). Clearly

the group ring Z[GL1(Q)] acts on Div0(P1(Q)). For each prime p let

For a ~ (Z/NZ)* let (a) = 6a where 03C3a ~ 03930(N) is any element satisfying
the congruence

For a prime 1 ~ N set
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Finally, let

Then UN, T, a&#x3E;, (l ~ N, a~(Z/NZ)*) define operators on Div0(P1(Q))
which preserve the subgroup Z and hence also act on Div°(cusps).

All arrows of (1.2) commute with these operators.
Recall the Dedekind sum De : P1(Q) ~ Q[03B5]. For a prime p define

(D03B5|Up):P1(Q) ~ Q[03B5] by

and let Dei 1 Tl,., = Dei Ul + D.. 1 Sl,,. Also define (D03B5|) by

LEMMA 5.1:

(1) For an arbitrary prime p and rEpl(Q)

(2) For l ~ N prime,

(3) D03B5|=UN N·D03B5,
(4) D03B5| = - D03B5.

PROOF: (1) is an amusing though lengthy calculation. (2) and (3)
follow from (1) by letting p = 1 ~ N, p = N, respectively. (4) is a restate-
ment of 2.4(a). ~

Let T ~ End(H1(X; Z)) be the commutative algebra generated over Z
by the operators UN, 11, (a). By Poincaré duality T also acts on

H1(X; B) for any abelian group B.
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PROPOSITION 5.2: Let ~ ~ H1(X; A) be the cohomology class of 3. 7hen

PROOF: Let y e r and [03B3] ~ H1(X; Z) be the corresponding homology
class.

The proofs of (3), (4) are similar to that of (2) using 5.1(3), (4). 0

We see now that A inherits the structure of T[i]-module by letting
the operators UN, 1;, a&#x3E;, act as N, 03B5(l) + l, é(a), -1 respectively. With
respect to this structure the homomorphism

is a T[i]-homomorphism.
We will refer to the ideal I = AnnT(A) ~ T as the Eisenstein ideal. By

Corollary 4.3 A(2) is a cyclic T(2)-module with a canonical generator.
Hcnce there are isomorphisms

The isomorphisms provide a one-to-one correspondence between odd
primes P z T for which P;2 1 and odd primes P ~ Z[03B5] for which

P ~ b n Z[e]. If P - éP then we have

REMARK 5.4: Let aE(ZINZ)* be a primitive element and suppose 03B5(03B1)
is a primitive d-th root of unity where d|(N - 1). Let Fd(T)~Z[T] be the
irreducible monic polynomial whose roots are the primitive d-th roots
of 1. Then

It would be interesting to know if these two ideals are in fact equal.
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§6. Congruences for special values of L-functions

A theorem of Shimura ([10], Theorem 3.51) asserts that the space
Y2(F) of weight 2 cusp forms over r is a free T E9 C-module of rank 1.

Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence

For an eigenform f, the homomorphism h f satisfies

f|03B1 = hf(03B1)·f for 03B1~ T.

Let &#x26;(f) = ker(hf) and O(f) = image(h f). Then P(f) is a minimal prime
ideal in T and O(f) is the ring generated by the eigenvalues. The ring
O(f) is a possibly nonmaximal order in its quotient field.
Write H for Hl (X; Z), and let

Another consequence of Shimura’s result is:

PROPOSITION 6.2: H - ~z Q is a free rank 1 T 0 (U -module.

PROOF: The pairing

factors through H - (8) C to give a nondegenerate pairing

By Shimura’s theorem (H - Q C) is a free rank 1 T Q C-module. 0

Let R be either T or Z[e]. If M is an R-module and P ~ R is a prime
ideal we will write Mp ~ M ~ R Rp for the localization of M at P.

In the next theorem we will be concerned with prime ideals P ~ T for
which Hp is a free rank 1 1r p-module. By the last proposition this in-
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cludes almost all primes P. Whether in general there exist primes P ;2 I
satisfying this condition we do not know.

THEOREM 6.3: Let 2 e P ~ I be a prime ideal in T for which Hp is a free
rank 1 lr p-module. Let Y g Z[03B5] be the corresponding prime obtained
from 5.3. Let f be a normalized weight 2 parabolic T-eigenform on 03931(N)
such that 9(f) £; P and let

be the natural projection.
Then there is a period 03A9 E C* such that for all primitive odd quadratic

Dirichlet characters X of conductor m prime to N, and to Y

and

(2) 03C0(039Bf(~) ~ ~(N)03B5(m)B1,~·B1, 03B5~ (mod P).

PROOF: Let j: H ~ HP be the natural map. Then the composition

factors through j to give a homomorphism

Let yo E H be such that yo n 9 =- 1 (mod P. A). Then j(yo) generates
Hi as a Tp-module. Let

The homomorphism 03A6f: H ~ C defined by

has its image in the quotient field of O(f) and factors through H ~~ H - .

Since 03A6f(03B30) = 1, image (03A6f) ~ O(f)P. By modifying 03A9 we may assume

image (03A6f) ~ O(f) and 03A6f(03B30) ~ 1 (mod p. (9(f». This gives rise to a T-
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homomorphism

The following diagram commutes

For an odd quadratic character x as in the theorem we have  · 039B(~) =
- 039B(~). Hence

Also

The result follows from Theorem 3.2 because m is prime to 9 and hence

B1,~ is P-integral. ~

§7. Compatibility with the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer

In [7], Mazur gives a descent argument which shows that his con-
gruence formulae are compatible with the conjecture of Birch and

Swinnerton-Dyer. A generalization of this descent has been given by the
first author [3]. We review the results here.

Let f(z) = 03A3~n=1 an e2ninz be a normalized weight two newform on
03931(N), N prime, and let K( f ) = Q(an|n = 1, 2, ...) be the field generated
by the Fourier coefficients. Shimura [10] has shown how one can as-
sociate to f a simple abelian variety quotient AFIG of the Jacobian of
X,(N). For a Dirichlet character x the L-function of Af/Q can be
expressed as a product:

where a ranges through the imbeddings 03C3: K(f)  C, and f03C3 is defined
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by

Now suppose x is an odd quadratic character and let Kx be the as-
sociated imaginary quadratic field. By a theorem of Shimura ([11],
Theorem 1 (iii)),

Hence the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer predicts:

The following theorem is proved in [3].

THEOREM 7.2: Let P p 1 be a locally principal prime ideal in T of re-
sidual characteristic p  2 · ord(e). If Kx = Q(- 3) assume p ~ 3. Let
,9 gi Z[E] be the prime associated to P by (5.3). Then the following im-
plication holds:

If this theorem is combined with Theorem 6.3, we obtain a weak form
of one implication of (7.1).

In [7] Mazur shows that if f is a newform on r o(N), x is an odd
quadratic character, and L(f, x,1) = 0 for trivial reasons (i.e. because of
the sign of the functional equation), then rk(Af(K~)) ~ 1. In fact he

explicitly constructs a point of infinite order, namely, the Birch-Heegner
point. In our case, where f is a newform on 03931(N) with nontrivial
Nebentypus, the functional equation relates L(f,~,1) to L(f,~,1) where

is distinct from f(z). Hence there are no "trivial" zeroes. The construc-
tion of Birch-Heegner points also does not generalize.
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§8. An example: Xi(13)

The second author has used an algorithm due to Birch [1] and
Manin [5] to compute the universal modular symbol ([5], [7]) for r
= Fi(13). The results of this calculation show that the curve X = X1(13)
has genus two and that precisely two Nebentypus characters occur in
the character decomposition

of the space of weight two cusp forms.
Let 03B5:Z ~ C be the Dirichlet character of conductor 13 satisfying

E(7) = m = el1ti/6. Then

Let f 03B5 2(0393,03B5) be the normalized element. Then f is a parabolic T-
eigenform with character i. The homomorphism h f of (6.1) defines an
isomorphism

A direct calculation hl = 2·(3 + 203C9) (1 + 303C9). Let 9 c Z[03C9] be the
prime ideal of norm 19 generated by 3 + 2co, and P = h-1f(P) ~ T. By
(5.3) the Eisenstein ideal satisfies I ~ P. But hf(T2) = (-1 - 03C9, hf(2&#x3E;)
= M, so

Hence P = I, and

The question in Remark 5.4 has an affirmative answer in this case.
Since T is a Dedekind domain, Proposition 6.2 shows that Hp is a

free rank 1 Tp-module. So Theorem 6.3 applies.
In the following pages we display the values
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where 03A9 ~ C* has been chosen so that

(1) 039Bf(~)~Z[03C9];
(2) 039Bf(~) = 3· ~(13)· e(mx) ’1B1,x B1,03B5~(mod P).

The character x ranges through the imaginary quadratic characters as-
sociated to the fields Q(-P~) where 0  px ~ 3001 is prime. These
numbers have been computed using an algorithm due to Birch [1] and
Manin [5].

X1(13): Algebraic parts, 039Bf(~), of the special value of the L-function twisted by odd qua-
dratic characters, x. 039Bf(~) = a + bw, m = (1 + J - 3)/2.
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